
What is Phone a Mommy Website? 

In this modern age, moms are constantly using their cell phones for many reasons. They check their 

bank accounts, download new songs, email their bosses, browse craft ideas, and even leave 

voicemails for their husbands. The Internet has made it possible to stay connected at all times, even 

while on the go. If you want to enjoy mommy and baby age play, 

visit https://www.phoneamommy.com.  

The AB/ DL community is a very large sub-community that spans the globe and all career fields. 

Though a minority, it has grown in size and has managed to develop a culture of normative 

acceptance surrounding its lifestyle. There are many benefits to this lifestyle and a wide network of 

support. 

Many of the AB/ DL members are looking for companionship or connection. But it can be difficult for 

them to find such support outside the community. This is where social sites come into play. These 

sites help the AB/ DL community meet each other and reduce the stigmas surrounding their lifestyle. 

Although the AB/ DL community is growing, there are many nuances to this community. As with any 

other fetish, there is a certain level of sensitivity. The stigma of wearing diapers is often based on 

assumptions about child predation and incest. The stigma of wearing diapers is still a barrier for AB/ 

DLs. 

Although it is relatively obscure, the AB/ DL community does meet regularly in real life. There are 

groups in King's Cross, London, which host regular parties. Some members even travel to other parts 

of the US to meet with other AB/ DLs. However, it is not clear if there is a separate AB/ DL 

community in the UK. 

These groups are generally identified by their specific parental modes. Some of these individuals also 

have underlying anxiety traits. The study found that many of these behaviors were considered 

dysfunctional coping strategies. In addition, ABDL behavior may be a form of escape from daily 

responsibilities. The research also found a link between ABDL interest and anxiety. 

The first ABDL behaviours and fantasies appear in pre-adolescent or early adulthood. Hawkinson and 

Zamboni found that the first appearance of ABDL behaviours in Italian and American samples was 

between eleven and twelve years. The two samples showed similar demographics, although the 

Italian group had a lower average age. The study also found that half of the Italian participants 

associated their first appearance with a concomitant event. 

The AB/ DL community has a growing presence online and is growing in number. There are many 

online discussions and online groups dedicated to this niche. Some of these groups also have online 

stores dedicated to their lifestyle. They have a variety of items, from baby clothes to pacifiers. 

 

https://www.phoneamommy.com/

